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STATA Example for IV Regression

Suppose we observe a relationship between two variables.  How do we know if it’s causal?

• Lab experiments

• Randomized Assignment

• Natural Experiments

• Instrumental Variable



Example Setup

Suppose we have 1000 observations generated by the following system of equations

𝑍𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖
𝑧

𝑈𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖
𝑈

𝑋𝑖 = 0.75 × 𝑍𝑖 + 2 × 𝑈𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖
𝑋

𝑌𝑖 = 0.5 × 𝑋𝑖 − 4 × 𝑈𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖
𝑌

Where 𝜖𝑖
𝑍 , 𝜖𝑖

𝑈, 𝜖𝑖
𝑋, 𝜖𝑖

𝑌 are all iid standard normal random variables.

STATA: [1]  set obs 1000 [2]  gen z = rnormal(0,1)  [3]  gen u = rnormal(0,1)

[4]  gen x = rnormal(0,1)+.75*z + 2*u  [5]  gen y = rnormal(0,1) -4*u + .5*x

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_and_identically_distributed_random_variables


Challenge: Determining Relationship between X and Y

There is a positive causal relationship between X and Y by construction. Graphically:

• However, U affects both X and Y.  It increases X while decreasing Y.

• U is a confounding factor. If we don’t include U in our regression, it is an omitted variable

• If we don’t have data on U, our estimated coefficient of X will be badly biased.  In this 

case, it is biased enough to make it look like X decreases Y
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Scatter Plot between X and Y
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STATA:  twoway scatter y x



Simple Regression between X and Y

There is a positive causal relationship between X and Y by construction

• If we run a simple regression, 𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑋 + 𝜖𝑖, our estimated 𝛽 coefficient is negative and 

significant.  STATA: reg y x (case sensitive, in code I stick with lower case)

• We know this is wrong in a causal sense, since 𝛽 should be 0.5 by construction.

• If we include data on U in regression, everything works out fine.  STATA: reg y x u
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Instrumental Variable (IV) Approach

There is a positive causal relationship between X and Y by construction

• What if we lack data on U?  Can still use Instrumental Variable approach.

• Z affects X and therefore affects Y only through its effect on X.  We can Z as an IV for X.

• It is important Z does not have a direct effect on Y, this is called the exclusion restriction.
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Instrumental Variable (IV) Approach

There is a positive causal relationship between X and Y by construction

The IV Regression is three steps:

1. Regress X on Z (i.e. 𝑋𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑍𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖).  STATA: reg x z

2. Use regression to predict values of X for each value of Z (  𝑋𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑍𝑖). STATA: 

predict xpred if e(sample) [have to have above be most recent regression run]

3. Regress Y on  𝑋 (i.e.  𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽  𝑋𝑖 + 𝜖) instead of on X.  STATA: reg Y X
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Instrumental Variable (IV) Approach

There is a positive causal relationship between X and Y by construction

When we do the IV approach, we find a estimated coefficient near 0.5.  So the IV approach 

successfully recovers the causal relationship between X and Y, even without data on U.

• It’s not necessary to do all three steps by hand.  What we did is called 2SLS (Two Stage 

Least Squares Regression). STATA:  ivregress 2sls y (x=z)
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Settler Mortality IV Approach

We use Settler Mortality as an IV for whether institutions are inclusive or extractive

• High Settler mortality reduced the likelihood and feasibility of colonizers setting up 

inclusive institutions.
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Examples of IV Approaches in Practice

We discussed one in context of geography and how city shape affects city outcomes.

• Harari (2015) used Potential City Shape (water/mountains/etc affect whether city can be 

compact) as an IV for Actual City Shape.  

Actual City Shape
City Outcomes

(e.g. rent/wages)

Confounding Factors

(Height restrictions,

Regulation, Culture)

Potential City Shape
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Examples of IV Approaches in Practice

Angrist and Krueger (1991) used Birth Quarter to study affects of Education on Wages

• Can’t drop out until 16 years old.  School starts in August/September, depending when 

birthday is affects how many more months you need to stay in school.

Education Wages

Confounding Factors

(Parent’s Income, Race,

Intelligence, Gender)

Birth Quarter
(+) (+)

(?) (?)

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2937954


Examples of IV Approaches in Practice

Aizer and Doyle (2015) use Judge Assignment as IV for Juvenile Incarceration

• Judge assignment is random, judges differ in how much they favor incarceration on 

average.  That affects whether people are incarcerated.Find juvenile incarceration has 

long term negative impact on wages, education, and recidivism/adult incarceration.

Incarceration
Wages, Education,

and Recidivism

Confounding Factors

(Parent’s Income, Race,

Intelligence, Gender)

Judge Harshness
(+) (−)

(?) (?)

http://qje.oxfordjournals.org/content/130/2/759


Reading STATA Output

Estimated Coefficients
 𝑌 = 0.024 − 0.932 × 𝑋

P Value

(Statistically

Significant

if <0.05)

Confidence Interval

(Statistically Significant

if excludes zero)

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖

Standard Error: Used to P Value and Confidence Interval

Number of Observations in Regression

(Observations with missing data are excluded)

Coefficient of 

Determination

Wiki Link

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coefficient_of_determination

